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vailing PIoate Employees Whol Negotiate Their WVages

DIGEST: 1, Section 9(b) of Pui'. L. 92-392, August 19,
1972, 5 U.S.,C. § 5343 note, governing
prevailing rate employees, exempts certain
wage setting priivisions of cnrtaln bargaining
agreements frvc-n the operation of that law.
However, bu;tion 9(b) does not exempt agree-
ment provisions from the operation of other
laws or provide independent authorization
for agreement provisions requiring expenditure
of appropriated funds not authorized by any law.

2. Department of interior questions whether it may
pay overtime compensation to prerA.ling rate
employees., who negotiate their wages, for work-
free meal periods during overtime or alterna-
tively for meal periods preempted by overtime
work when employees are credited with an
additional 30 minutes of overtime after they are
released from duty. Under 5 U S. C. § 5544,
employees must perform substantial work during
meal periods to be entitled to overtime compen-
sation and no entitlement accs ues after employees
are released from work.

. Department of Interior questions whether it may
pay prevailing rate employees who negotiate their
wages at higher rate of pay than their basic rate
(penalty pay) during overtime where a schedulei
meal period is delayed or preempted. in efeect
this added increment of pay during overtime would
constitute a special type of overtime or "overtime
on top of overtime" which is not authorized by
6 U.S. C. § 5544. An act which is contrary to the
plain implication of a statute is unlawful although
neither expressly forbidden nor authorized. Luria v.
United States, 231 U.S. 9, 24 (1913). Ienec, it may
not be paid.

4. Department of :nterior questions whether it may pay
prevailing rate employees who negotiate their wages
overtime compensation at rates more than one and
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one-half of the basic hourly rate. Although
comnputation provision (1) of 5 U. S, C. § 5544(a)
states that overtime pay is to be computed at
" .iot less itan" on' and owt-hJalf the basic hourly
rate, compu'ation provisions (2) and (3) of
5 U. S. C. § 5344(a) state that overtime pay
is to be computed at one and one-half the basic
lioutly rate. Siice provisions (2) ;'.:L (5) were
enacted by statute amei ding original statute
enacting provision (1), 5 US.tC. § 5544 is
construed as establishing the overtime pay
rate at one and one-half the basic rate and a
greater figtre may not be used.

This 'iction involves a request from the Honorable Richard R. Hlite,
Assistant Seerctary, ULited States Department of the Interior, for an
advance dec iiion on the legality of certain pay provisions that have
been negotiated or proposed for hourly paid employees whose wages
have been established through collective bargaining pursuant to sec-
tion 9(b) of Pub. L. 92-392, At st 19, 1972, 5 U.S. C. § 5343
note. Employee organizations in- hiding the Armerican Federation of
Government Employees (AFOE), the International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers (II3EW), and the National Fcderation of Federal
Employees (NFIrE) have submitted legal briefs in this case setting
forth their respective views on the issues raised by Interior.

The Department of the Interior has requested this Office to rule
on the legality of collective bargaining provi ions that require:

1) overtime compensation to apple to time spent on meals during
or attributable to such overtime and during which meal period
no substantial official dulties are performed or, alternatively,
where the overtime work precluded consumption of a meal until
the completion of the work when thn employee was released from
duty but paid for to2e 30-ninutn meal time that should have been
taken;

2) a higher rate of pay than the basic rate or in addition to over-
time pay where a scheduled meal period during or attributable
to overtime hours is either delayed or missed when management
determines the exigencies of work requ.re an uninterrupted
continuation of operations; or
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3) the payment for overtime work to be at rates more than time
and oni.-half of the basic rate of pay.

We shall discuss each of these issues seriatum. HTowever, at the
outset, it is essential that we put the exclusionary provisions of
section 9(b) of Pub. L. 92-392 in proper perspective. That section
rc, Is in per ilnent part as follows:

"(b) The amendments made by this Act shall not be
construed to--

"(1) abrogate, modify, or otherwise affect
in any way the provisions of any contract in effect
on the date of enactment of this Act pertaining to
the wages, the terms and conditions of employ-
ment, and other employment benefits, or any of
the foregoing matters, for Government prevailing
rate employees and resulting from negotiations
between o'ovei'nmcnt agencies and organizations
of Government employees;

"(2) nullify, curtail, or otherwise impair
in any way the right of any party to such contract
to enter into negotiations after the date of enact-
ment of this Act for the renewal, extension,
modification, or improvement of the provisions
of such contract or for the replaceient of such
contract with a new contract; or

"(3) nullify, change, or otherwise affect
in any way after such date of enactment any
agreement, arrangement, or understanding in
effect on such date with respect to the various
items of subject matter of the negotiations on
which any such contract in effect on such date
is based or prevent the inclusion of such items
of subject matter in connection with the
renegotiation of any such con:Tract, or the
replacement of such contract with a new
contract, after such date. "

The legislative history of section 9(b) contained in IT. R. Rep.
No. 339, 92d Cong., bst Soss. 22 (1971) is set forth below:
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"Saving4s clause for existing agreements

"Section 9(b)(1) of the bill, with the committee
amendment, provides that the amendments made by
the Act shall not be construed to abrogate, modify,
or otherwise affezt the provisions of any existing
contract pertaining to the wages, conditions of
employment, and other employment benefits of
Goveinrnent employees, which conLrnct resulted
from negotiations between agencies and employee
organizations, Paragraph (2) of section 9(b) states
that the provisions of Dany contract in effect on the
date of enactment of the Act may be renewed, extended,
modified or improved through negotiation after the
enactment date of the Act. Paragraph (,}) of
section 9(b) provides that the Act shall not affect
any existing agreement between agencies andl employee
organizations regarding the various items wvhich are
negotiable, nor shall tile Act preclude the inclusion
of new items in connection with the renegotiatire of
any contract.

"The provisions of section 9(b) are directed at
those groups of Federal employees whose wages and
other terms or benefits of employment are fixed in
accordance with contracts resulting from negotiations
between their agencies and employee organizations.

I ; jt is not this commlirttcels intent to affect, in
any way, the status of such contracts otr to irapair tle
authority of the parties concerned to renegotiate
existing contracts or enter into new agreements.
However, the prevailing rate employees who are now
covered by such contracts will be subject to the
provisions of this Act when such contracts expire
and are not renewed or replaced by new contracts.

Certain of the employee organizatlons have contended that
section 9(b) must be construed as meaning that the amendments made
by Pub. L. 92-392 shall not affect any collective bargaining agreement
provisions nugotinted by Federal prevailing rate employees with theirl
aglencies that were in effect on the date of enactment of the Public Law.
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The employee organizations point out that agreement provisions
covering such issues as overtime pay for menal periods were in effect
at the time Pub. L, 92-392 was enacted into law and hence may be
legally continued so long as the parties continue Lo include such
provisions in their bargaining agreement. We do not disagree with the
position advanced by the employee org lnizations, assuming a prori
that the provisions of such agreements were and continue to be legWUly
proper. However, the legislative history indicates that, section 9(b)
was designed to preserve only those provisions that were properly
nt gotiable in the first instance. Thus, section 9(b) would not operate
to cure a provision that was contrary to law and regulations when
negotiated.

It is clear that agreement provisions, excludod from operttloa of
the provisions of Pub. L. 92-392 by suction 9(b) of that law, need
not conform to the requirements of the nrvisions of Pub. L. 02-392.
On the other hand, it is equally clear that ag.eerment provisions con-
cernzing matters governed by other laws must be consistent with these
other laws, notvitt'2tanding the fact that other provisions of the agree-
ment are covered by section 9(b). Similarly. we do not construe
section 9(b) as providing independent authority for agreement pro-
visions that involve the cxpenditure of appropriated funds not authorized
by any other law. Arnell v. UTnitecl States, 182 Ct. Cl. 604 (1968).

We turn now to the issue of whether an agency has authority to pay
overtime compensation to prevailing rate eniployees, who negotiate
t:ieir wages pursuant to section 9(b) of Pub. U, 92-502, for meal
periods during or attributable to overtime duty when no substantial
duties are performed during the meal periods, or alternatively where
a meal period was preempted by overtime work and the :'mployees
are paid for an additional 30 minutes after they are released from
duty.

Overtime pay for prevailing rate employees, whether or not they
are covered by a section 0(b) agreement, is governed by 5 U. S.C.
§ 5544, which provides in part as follows:

II§ 5544. Wage-board overtime and Sunday rates;
computation

"(a) An employee whose pay is fixed and
adjusted from time to time in accordance with
prevailing rates tinder section 5343 or 5349 of
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this title, or by a wage board or similar administrative
authority serving the same purpose, is entitled to over-
time pay for overtime work in excess of 8 hours a dav
or 40 hours a week. However, an employee subject to
this subsection who regularly is required to remain at
or within the confines of his post of duty in excess of
8 hours a clay in a standby or on-call status is entitled
to overtime pay only for hours of dulty, exclusive of
eating and sleeping time, in excess of 40 a weelc. The
overtime hourly rate o? pay is computed as follo;"s:

"(1; If the basic rate of pay of tile employee
is fixed on a basis othar than an annual or monthly
basis, multiply the basic hourly rate of pay by not
less than one and one-half.

"(2) If the basic rate of pay of the employee is
fixed on an annual basis, divide the basic annuai
rate of pay by 2, 080, and multiply the quotient by
one and one-half.

"(3) if the basic rate of pay of the employee is
fixed on a monthly basis, multiply the basic monthly
rate of pay by 12 to derive a basic annual rate of pay,
divide the basic annual rate of pay by 2, 080, and
multiply the quotient by one and one-half.

An employee subject to this subsection whose regular
work schetnile includes an 8-hour period of service a
part of which is on Sunday :s entitled to additional pay
at the rate of 25 percent of ais hourly rate of basic
pay for each hour of work pjrformted during that 8-hour
period of service. Time spent in a travel status away
from tlh official duty station of an employee subject
to this subsection is not hours of work unless the travel
(i) involves the pcrformance of work while traveling,
(ii) is incident to travel that involves the performance
of work while traveling, (iii) is carried out under
arduous conditions, or (iv) results from an event which
could rot be scheduled or controlled administratively. "

A careful reading of the provisions of the above-quoted statute
indicates that, with the exception of certain specified situations,
overtime compensation is authorized only for periods of work as
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opposed to periods of duty. MIoreover, the above-q. ted statute has
been construed on several occasions by the Court of Claims as pro-
cluding overtime pay for meal periods unless substantial duties are
performed during such meal periods. For exar.tple, in 1&yres v.
United States, 186 Ct. Cl. 350. 355 (1968), tlie Court hlCT iLt:

"Wage board employees are not entitled to be
paid for periods set aside for eating purposes,
provided that this norcompensated time meets the
standard succinctly Etated in Bantom v. United States,
165 Cf, Cl. 312, 320 (1984), cert. denied, 379 U.S. 390,
as follows:

* [ IAn employee is not entitled under
the Federal Employees Pay Act to compen-
sation for time set aside fox eating, even
where the employee is on a duty status and
such time is, therefore, subject to possible
interruption. Compensation is available only
if it is showvn that substantial official duties
were performed during that period. >- 4, *4"

See also Bennr;tt v. United States, 134 Ct. Cl. 889 (1971): Armstrong v.
United StaTes, 144 Ct. Cl. 659T(1959), and B-166304, ApriLF7,1T969.

We therefore hold that agencies have no authority to pay overtime
compensation for employee meal periods unless such employees per-
form substantial duties during the metal periods. Similarly, agencies
have no authority to pay overtime compensation to employees after
they have been released from duty, notwithstanding the fact that a
scheduled meal period was preempted by work for which the employees
received compensation.

Next, we shall address the issue oi whether agencies have authority
to pay employees, who negotiate their wages under section 9(b) of
Pub. L. 92-392, a higher rate of pay than the normal basic rate during
overtime hours where a scheduled meal period during or attributable
to overtime hours is either delayed or preempted, when management
determines tre exigencies of work require an uninterrupted continuatinri
of operations.

Tzi a sample- agreement provision provided by Interior, this added
increment of overtime compensation is referred to as penalty pay
presumably to penalize the employer for delaying employee meals.
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In this connection, one of the purposes of overtime compensation is
to discourage the employer from unnecessarily requiring overtime
work while providing the employee with an incentive to tolerate the
added inconvenience. Kelly v. United States, it9 Ct. Cl. 197, 211
(1051), affirmed °342 U. 1~T93 (1952). H-lence, the penalty pay is
in effect a special type of overthne or "overtime on top of overtime.
As stated above, the authority for prevailing rate employee over-
time compensation, regardless of whether they are covered by a
section d(b) agreement, is contained in 5 U. S. C. § 5544, sura
T'hat statute does not authorize added increments of Lvertimo con-
ponsation for any purpose. In this connection, it has been held
that an act which is contrary to the plain implication of a statute
is unlawful, although. neither expressly forbidden nor authorized.
Luria v, United States, 231 U.S. 9, 24 (1913). Therefore, authori-
ation of an addled increment of overtime compensation for delayed

or preempted meal periods may not be implied froun the provisions
of the statute. IHence, agencies have no authority lo imake such
paynments.

We deal next with the issue of whether an agency may pay
prevailing rate employees who negotiate their wages pursuant to
section 9(b) of Pub. L. 92-392 overtimie compensation at iates
more than time and one -half of the.ir basic rates of pay.

The statutory provision governing tha rate of overtime compen-
sation for prevailing rate employees Is contained in 5 U. S.C .,
§ 554-(a) and states that the overtime hourly rate of pay is to be
computed as follows:

'1(1) if the basic rate of pay of the employee
is fixed on a basis other than an annual or monthly
basis, multiply the basic hourly rate of pay by not
less than one atndl one-half.

"(2) If the basic rate of pay of th.e employee
is i-?.cd onC 0n annual basis, divide the basic annual
rate of pay by 2, 080, and miultiply the quotient by
one and one-half.

"(3) If the Lasic ratc of pay of the employee
is fixed on a monthly basis, multiply the basic
monthly rate of pay by 12 to derive a Llscn annual
rate of pay, divide the basic aninal rate of pay by
2, 080, and mutiply the quotient by one and one-half"
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The labor organizations and Interior argue that the term "not
less than" contained in (1) provides discretionary authority for
agency heads to establish overtime pay rates at more than one and
one-half the basic hourly rate for prevailing rate employees whose
pay is fixed on a basis other than an annual or monthly basis.

We do not agree with this contention. The above-qucted statutory
provisions must be read as a whole. When read in this manner it is
clear that the purpose of these provisions is to establish formulae for
computing overtime pay i !- prevailing rate employees paid at differ-
ent intervals. The obvious intention of Congress was to fix a single
overtime pay rate of time and one-Latf for all prevailing rate em-
ployces notwithstanding the intervals in which they were paid.

Computation provisb )n (1) of s U.S. C. § 5544(a) was originally
enactced into law as scetion 23 of the Independ ent Offices Appropriation
Act, 1935 (Act of Mlarch 28, 1934, chapter 102, 48 Stat. 509, 522).
The United States Supreme Couxt analvzed the legislative history of
section 23 in United States v. Townsloj, 323 U. S. 557 (1945). There
the Court construed the provisions of section 23 as requiring overtime
pay 11* ' ' at one and one-half straight time pay for the extra hours
worked, " and not at a rate of ''not iess than' one and one-half straight
time pay. United Staces v. Townsley, 323 U. S. 557, 565-6, supla.

Moreover, if there re.nained any doubt as to the meaning of the
overtime rate established by section 23, those doc4tts were resolved
when Cov.gress amended section 23 by enacting section 203 of the
Federal Employees Pay Act of 1945 (chapter 212, 50 Stat. 295, 297)
which was subsequently codified as comiutation provisions (2) and (3)
of 5 U. S. C. § 5544(a) as follows:

"Sec. 203. Employees whose basic rate of
compensation Is fixed on an annual or monthly basis
and adjusted from time to time in accordance with
prevailing rates by wage boards or similar admin-
istrative authority serving the same purpose shall
be entitled to overtime pay in accordance with the
provisions of section 23 of the Act of M\11arch 28,

0934 (U. S.C., 1940 edition, title 5, sec. 673c).
The rate of compensation for each hour of overtime
employment of any such emipioyce shall be computed
as follows:
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''(a) If the basic rate of compenLsation of the
employee is fixed on an annual basis, divide such
basic rate of onopensation by two thousand and
eighty and multiply the quotient by one and one-half;
and

"(b) If the basic rate of compensation of the
employee is fixed on a monthl'y basis, multiply
such basic rate of compensation by twelve to
derive a iasic annual rate of compensation, divide
Such basic annual rate of compensation by two
thousand and eighty, and multiply the quotient
by one and ono--half. "

In the abo-e provisions Congiess construed section 23 as
establishing the overtime pay rate for prevailing rate employees
ait one and one-lhalf thi basic hourly rate mŽid did not provide agency
heads with discretion to instablish a higher rate.

Accordingly, we hold that there is no authority under 5 T. S.C.
5 5-14 to cstablish overtime pay rates at a figrure greater than one

anrd one-half the basic hourly pay rate for prevailing rate employees.

As a result of our 1Holding in this decisirn, it appears that Interior
has maide erroneous overpayments of overtime pay to certa in Ce-
ployecc for: (!) meal periods duiring which no substantial duties were
performed; '2) :Aiort periods of time after employees were released
fromn workl to compensate such employees for preempted meal periods;
(3) short periods of timc wluhen meal periods were delayed or pre-
empted during overtimie work where employees were already receiving
overtime pay; and (4) overtimec pay for prevailing rate employees at
rates greater than one ancd one-half their basic hourly rates of pay.
Under the provisiors of the Federal Claims Collection Act c,: I 066,
31 U.S.C. 5§ 951-953, 4 C.17.l.. Part 104, and 4 GAO AManual § 55.3
regarding the Lermination of collaction action, we hold that interior
may forego collection action on the aferementioned overpayrnents 'tiat
have been made or that are madc during the additional period per-
initted below. We base our holding on the belief that administrative
costs of identifying and collecting overpayments would be excessive,
the possibility of collections from former employees is doubtful, and
all of the overpayments would be cligiue for and likely receive favor-
able waiver consideration under 5 U.S.C. 5 5584. Sec B1-181467,
.July 29, 1976.
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AlUhiugh thb cortract provisions here involved have been
negotiated over a long period, tiLds decision ls the first or;: stating
such provisions are illgal. In view thereof and in order to Cushion
the impact of this decision, the Departnvmt of the Interior is heveby
authorized to delay its implementation until the earliest expiration
date of cacti agreement which contains any provision inconsistent
with this decision or a period of 3 years, wNhichever Occurs first.

It may well ho that the Bureau of lleclamation is in ncd of .rnd
should consider requestirg special legislative anuthirity to pay over-
timye compensation to prevailing rate employees in excess of that
permitted unde± 5 J, S3. C. § 5544 in order to remain competitive in
the labor market. Wec note that Bo1nineville Power Administration
(BPA) found itself in Fitch a situat r. shortly after it -as organieed
in 1937. 1t experienced problems in recruiting and retaining skilled
employee3 because it lacked autiori'y to make many prtemium pay
payments that had become standard practice amiong private sector
utilities. In 1415, EPA petitioned Congress to grani it extao-i linary
authority to en'tble it to s'iccesSIuilly compete within the utility
indiustry in tile Pacific Northwest. C(ongreqs respondded by enactilig
H.R1. 2690, Pub. L. 201, 7f'tb Cong., Isi Suss. (If15), 50 Stvt. 546,
which among other things empowered the Administrator, JPA. to
fix the compeInsation of IDbnr~rSnie tiacnics and workmen eimpicyort
by the BPA " * without regard to the Classification Act of 1923,
as amended, and any other lavs, rules CC regulations reCating CO
the paymer.t of employees of the United States I * 4. " Hence,
since 1945, BPA has been jested with auK.eority necessary to
provide its hourly ratd employees with compensation consistent
with that paid by private sector utilities i- its arca of operation
even when sUtie compensation would n't have been authorized under
the general Federal sLatutes governing emnployee compensation.
Abell v. United States, 207 Ct. C1. 207 (1975).

Dcvuty Comptroller General
of thi United States




